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A FASHION FORECAST 
F O R  W A L L S

The  Latest  Pa i nt  and  Pap er  Tr ends  f or  Your  H ome

Interior design is akin to fashion in that sometimes you feel you have 
it all figured out, then the trends shift a little, and you’re standing 
looking at your wardrobe, or your living room, thinking that you may 

need a change to keep it fresh. When this happens, updating just a few 
elements can give rooms new energy. If  you are considering revising your 
interiors this summer, begin with your walls! Good looks in paint and 
wallpaper that are sure to make your home’s style au courant are easy to 
incorporate.

So much in our world pushes color and design trends one way or another. 
Our mood created by global events, reactions to previously fashionable 
looks, the popularity of  the hue of  a starlet’s awards show gown, and the 
predications made by forecasting organizations in the design world can 
all play into what we collectively feel to be in style. In the end, one should 
create interiors to reflect their own sense of  chic. Figuring out how to 
incorporate design trends so they are still true to one’s authentic style is 
a task worth completing. 

Since walls are inclined to be the largest surface area of  all of  a room’s 
design elements, changing them can produce maximum impact to the 
mood of  a room. Wallpaper can be more of  an investment and may 
require professional installation, while paint is inexpensive and ranks as 
the easiest do-it-yourself  project around. Both paint and wallpaper can 
help accomplish different objectives, so each should be considered ac-
cording to a project’s design needs. Researching available products and 
testing colors and patterns out in their space before making a decision is 
key.  Current looks are fresh and clean, as well as bold and commanding. 
Summer is the perfect time to recharge your home with a few of  the fol-
lowing wall trends.
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Left: A room from the Charleston Symphony Orchestra League 2017 Designer Showhouse featuring a 
Julianne Taylor for Mitchell Black wallpaper.
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In recent years, more and more spaces have been painted 
all white. Once considered an unimaginative, go-to color 
for rentals and spec homes, white is now a backdrop for 
clean and sophisticated interiors. Decorators are using 
single shades of  the brightest white, barely-there pastels 
and the lightest neutrals throughout entire homes. All 
of  these colors allow for an interior’s contents and dec-

orative elements to take center stage, usually with some 
eye-catching contrast. Unlike murky, mid-tone colors of  
ten years ago, white walls lend a crispness that allows fur-
niture, textiles and artwork to pop. 

And, of  course, not all white is white. The quest for the 
perfect white paint color begins in remembering that 
a paint can seem pure white, but there are colorants 
present that will drive its appearance. Being surprised 
(pleasantly or unpleasantly) by a pink, blue or yellow 
undertone to your white color can lead to mistakes in 
other décor purchases. Be sure to buy a sample of  the 
paint and apply it either to the wall or to a piece of  
poster board to tape to the wall. It is important to ob-
serve the color at all times of  day and in different light, 
for several days before making a final selection. 

In addition to pure whites, paint with only a tinge of  
a pastel color are popular. These can allow for a spe-
cific color to be present while retaining the distinction 
between a room’s decorative elements and wall col-
or. One of  the darlings of  pastel paint colors recent-
ly has been blush pink, along with lightly hued aqua 
and soft orchid purple. Neutral colors nowadays bend 
towards taupe and gray, but there are warm versions 
of  both, so don’t abandon an existing warm palette 
just to update a space. People are finding that living 
with a white, light pastel or a pale neutral throughout 
all or most of  their rooms offers a cohesive simplicity. 
This is a streamlined approach to the wall color of  an 
entire home and makes for visual ease and flexibility 
in décor. 

Savannah artist Jessica O’Neill and her husband, Jack 
O’Neill, painted much of  their home’s interior in 
shades of  white. She describes her selection of  whites 
as a recognition of  the environment surrounding their 
home. “Our house opens up to the marsh and I didn't 
want to choose a palette that would detract from the 
reason why we bought and renovated the house: its 
view,” explains Jessica. 

Their living room (left), which is painted with Ben-
jamin Moore’s White Dove, is furnished and acces-
sorized in blacks, whites, and blues, with touches of  
gray. The original cypress paneling in their family 
room was white-washed to relate to the rest of  the 
rooms. Prominent throughout the home are some of  
Jessica’s own stunning paintings in addition to other 

W H I T E  O U T

works by contemporary artists. The displayed art has a 
gallery look with white walls as their foil.

Daughter GiGi’s room (right) is painted in Benjamin 
Moore’s White Chocolate, which allows the effortless-
ly chic blue and white textiles and artwork selected for 
the space to have maximum impact. When asked how 
white walls and a young family co-exist, Jessica recalls, 
“Everyone told me I was nuts choosing my white color 
palette and wanting to start a family. However, I find it 
very simple and family-friendly.” She also adds that be-
cause of  the white paint color, “pieces and art in GiGi’s 
room really stand out and help spark her creative spirit.”

I N T O  T H E  D A R K
In an about-face from white paint, it has also been 
popular lately to shake things up with a moody, dark 
hue. Deep navy, evergreen, chestnut, eggplant and 
even black have become popular wall color choices for 
creating rooms that are both dramatic and cozy. Just 
like with white paint, contrast between décor and the 
walls makes for an appealing energy with dark paint. 
However, dark paint colors often are kept to one or 
two spaces in a home. While the consideration of  dark 
paint may cause worry for it becoming a dreary space, 
remember that dark rooms can enrobe and even feel 
cozy. In some homes many of  the spaces share an 
open plan, so a single, lighter paint can be better there, 
but in isolated dens, bedrooms or bathrooms, a dark 
wall color can feel rich, like the interior of  a jewel box.

Dark putty browns and taupes lend a natural warmth to 
a room. Purple charcoals and navy blues create a feeling 
of  opulent infinity, recalling a night sky. And, black walls 
can provide pure drama and definition in a room’s de-
sign. All of  these colors let architectural elements such 
as white painted moldings stand out. When selecting 
colors in the darkest range, there are a few things to re-
member. Dark paint is a commitment. It takes many 
coats to achieve the richness and saturation of  the paint 
chip, so know that it’s a longer painting process. Test 
the color on a wall or poster board in your space and 
research online how it looks in a room. Pinterest offers a 
wealth of  images for paint color research. 
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Ardsley Park homeowners Julie Harelson and Rich-
mond Enright knew that their extensive art and framed 
memorabilia would benefit from a deeply saturated wall 
color. Their family room (bottom left) was painted Ben-
jamin Moore's Galaxy 2117-20. This dark purple color 
made their framed art stand out once hung as a gal-
lery grouping. Millwork and trim was kept white, which 
frames the dark walls perfectly. When the couple added 
a chartreuse green leather Chesterfield sofa, one of  the 
main focal points of  the room, it was made even more 
fabulous by their chosen rich paint color. Vintage ac-
cents and accessories contribute further to the appealing 
collected vibe of  the space.

Artist Tracy Rose took on the dark wall trend by 
painting her Savannah living room (top three, left) the 
Sherwin Williams color Caviar. Her white slipcovered 
sofa and original art interact in an exciting way against 
the black. Punches of  colorful pillows and bright ac-
cessories zing throughout the space. She noted that 
the room was a khaki-tan color previously.  Tracy 
researched online sources, including social media, to 
prepare to paint the room black. 

“I was ready to switch it up a bit in there.  I did my 
research and I was loving all the design photos I found 
that had dark walls and I just decided to take the leap. 
I am so glad that I did,” explains Tracy. 

Two of  her commanding original paintings, each paint-
ed in a black and cream palette, hang above a creden-
za. They are a stunning feature in the room, layering 
over black walls. Tracy remarked “The dark walls really 
make the art pop. It is such a drastic change from before 
and after.  It’s funny how the color of  a room can affect 
your feelings on a piece of  art or how you view that art.” 

Although a bold choice like black may seem daunting, 
Tracy shared that it has actually made her space feel 
warmer and more inviting than when the room was 
painted tan. She says of  the before-and-after of  her 
space, “It kind of  went from ‘ok’ to ‘wow’ for me.”  

Her husband, Lee, and two young sons, Reese and 
Max, are fond of  the room’s new black walls, too.  
Even though the space has always been a gathering 
spot for them, it now feels completely pulled together 
and more like home.

Over the past decade or so, it was difficult to find 
much wallpaper product on the market. When it be-
came unfashionable to use busy papers and kitschy 
borders, painted walls were favored for decorating 
fashionable homes. But now wallpaper is back in a 
big way. Images of  walls covered in eye-catching pat-
terns are everywhere in shelter magazines and on so-
cial media. Unlike wall-covering application of  years 
past, the current tend is mostly limited to just a few 
rooms of  a home or only accent walls and ceilings. 

Fresh patterns range from hip geometrics, marbled 
designs, overscale florals, tie-dyed and ombré looks, 
juicy tropicals, as well as printed grasscloths. Recent-
ly, accent applications have been noted in powder 
baths, the backs of  bookshelves, ceilings and accent 
walls. For sourcing nowadays, the world is your oys-
ter. Online and brick and mortar retailers, as well as 
interior designers, can help you procure your per-
fect wallpaper. Also, print-on-demand services have 
emerged online, which allows people to design and 
print their own wall-coverings.

A regional event freshly displaying how fashionable 
wallpaper has become was the Charleston Sym-
phony Orchestra League’s 2017 Symphony Design-
er Showhouse (top two, right).  Bold patterns were 
shown on both ceilings and walls. The designers of  
several spaces in the house demonstrated how gre-
garious patterns can be used along with dynamic 
furnishings and artwork, and still feel fresh. Layering 
in the rooms remained uncluttered by using big and 
bold items with the strong graphics of  the wallpa-
pers, instead of  a multitude of  fussy elements placed 
to try to fill the space. Rooms in the showhouse clear-
ly demonstrated that with the proper planning and 
courage, daring wallpaper can be dramatic, but also 
streamlined.

Tracy Rose also added wallpaper to the design of  

W A L L P A P E R
F O R  T H E  W I N
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T H E  F I F T H  W A L L

W H I T E  &  L I G H T  P A I N T  C O L O R S  W O R T H  A  T R Y

W H E N  G O I N G  T O  T H E  D A R K  S I D E

O U R  T I P S  &  T R I C K S

her interiors. She selected Thibaut’s Tanzania, a 
small-scale spot pattern in gray with a white back-
ground, for her foyer and her powder bath (previous 
page, bottom). Tracy’s original artwork in both her 
black and white and her multi-colored palette stand 
out when placed over the wallpaper. The pattern is 
versatile enough to work with a variety of  decorative 
items, but it still retains its own flair.

Lastly, a wall trend that has everyone looking up is 
ceilings that are anything but plain. The departure 
from the standard white painted ceiling to a tinted 
paint color or wallpaper design has opened up a huge 
design opportunity. Lowcountry residents achieve a 
regional look often by incorporating their own ver-
sion of  “haint blue” on porch ceilings and even on 
the ceilings of  their interior spaces. Pale blue is always 
refreshing and evokes the feeling of  a wide-open sky. 

Other options for popular ceiling considerations are 
a pale color that repeats something used in a room 
already (top left, as seen in the CSOL 2017 Designer 
Showhouse). This could be a pale salmon pink ceil-
ing to pick up the color of  coral pillows on a sofa. 
Often when a neutral is chosen for walls, a slightly 
lighter version of  that neutral can be mixed and ap-
plied to the ceilings. Consider that ceiling paint will 
have a cast down on the room. Color on ceilings is a 
very powerful way to establish a specific style.

If  a single color on a ceiling seems intriguing, wallpa-
per can take it to the next level (as seen bottom left in 
the CSOL 2017 Designer Showhouse). This method 
of  injecting pattern in a room has been in style inter-
mittently; now it’s a hot trend again. Here, the ceiling 
can be considered an accent “wall” to drive the de-
sign of  the room towards a desired look. This is an 
ambitious project, but one with impactful results. Be 
aware that this project will take extensive planning. 
Be sure to have all correlating design features worked 
out before embarking on your wallpapered ceiling in-
stallation. (An installation, by the way, that may best be left 
up to a professional!) • Online retailers can be great resources, but local stores can provide product information and 

project guidance.

• Interpret design trends to mesh with your authentic style and existing furnishings.

• Blogs and social media are great places to research paint colors and wallpaper patterns.

• Always buy a sample of paint and try it in your space before painting!

• When considering wallpaper, ask to borrow a retailer's sample to view it in your space.

• Painting and wallpapering can be DIY projects, but do not hesitate to call a pro for help if 
needed.

• Research your paint color or wallpaper online to see how it looks in a room. Pinterest is great 
for this.

Valspar Ultra White 
7006-24

Farrow & Ball 
Hague Blue No. 30

Benjamin Moore's 
White Dove OC-17

Benjamin Moore 
Shadow 2117-30

Farrow & Ball 
Pointing No. 2003

Valspar 
Rugged Suede 4003-2B

Sherwin Williams 
Intimate White SW 6322

Ralph Lauren 
Club Navy RLTH228

Sherwin Williams 
Repose Gray SW7015

Sherwin Williams 
Tricorn Black SW 6258

For a brilliant white 
room, Ultra White will 
do the trick. Try paint-
ing walls and moldings 
in two different sheens 
of  this color, such as flat 

and semi-gloss.

This deep blue feels 
modern with a touch 
of  green, looking smart 
against all neutrals. 
It's a winner for a cozy, 

cocoon-like bedroom.

This is one of  the most 
recommended white 
paint colors for a rea-
son! It is almost always 
perfect for cabinetry and 
works with a variety of  

color schemes.

This dark and opu-
lent purple projects a 
moody luxury. Benjamin 
Moore's 2017 Color of  
the Year, Shadow, is a 
great pairing with taupe 

or gray.

When you need a 
white on the warmer 
side, consider Point-
ing. Its warm tones 
make it lean towards 

luminous ivory.

This is a grounded 
lichen-green charcoal. 
Warm wood tones 
and taupes, as well as 
crisp whites, look at 
home with this shade.

Intimate White is a shell 
pink pastel. This is a 
good wall color for more 
than nurseries; it's a great 
way to capture the blush 

trend in any space.

For the truest, preppiest 
navy blue, try Club Navy 
by Ralph Lauren. Dark 
and inky, this color will 
compliment artwork and 
textiles with refinement. 

Repose Gray is a light 
gray that sings in our 
coastal environment. 
It is good neutral that 
reads as a warm gray 
with green undertones. 

If  you dare! Tricorn 
Black provides black 
with just enough earthy 
undertones to give life to 
a black room. Expect to 
apply several coats to get 
its full depth. It's worth 
the effort to achieve this 

velvety shade.


